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is generally understood are comparatively modern things,
the growths of some defect of language, or the result of
metaphor taken literally, and that a great many subjects
on which the modern curate thinks himself quite entitled
to lay down the law were subjects on which the pro-
foundest of the early Christians recognized that notning
very definite could be said.
I admit that Rashdall does not seem to me half so strong
when he leaves his own field of philosophy for that of
social economy—where I think he reasons more with his
heart than his head. But no doubt it never does any of
us any harm to be warned against being too comfortable!
I hope you have not felt tired after all our Saturday to
Monday doings.   I am very glad to have heard that
Symphony, though I sometimes think that with an ear so
bad as mine I have no right to go to concerts!
Believe me,
Yours very sincerely,
john bailey
Prom the Diary
January 3. As I approach the grand climacteric of 35
there is the usual, perhaps inevitable feeling that more
ought to have been done, much more. $ut I am getting
to feel , . . that it is my function to read more than to
write, to judge more than to <lo, to enjoy rather than to
create. And if I believe, as I certainly do, that the existence
of a class of cultivated, intelligent people is of vital im-
portance to a country, I may surely accept this as my part
and not wish for a more ambitious or more obviously use-
ful one	If one thinks what a difference in the tone of
English Society would be produced if one could multiply
by a hundred the people who have seriously cultivated a
turn for literature and art, one cannot but realize that one
has a useful part to play.
January <8. Reading Manning's Life and The Pope in
Browning's Ring and the Eoo\. The former is waste of
time, or malicious gossip about a man whose view of life

